Gateway 97.8
All Out Election
BACKGROUND
Gateway 97.8 is the community
radio station for Basildon and
Thurrock in Essex. The station has
been covering local and national
elections since its inception ten years
ago. The snap 2019 general election
was a step-up for the station.
Alongside our studio discussion and
reporting from our local counts, we
live-streamed our show on Facebook
and YouTube - which was watched
by over 1,000 people. We also
covered more counts across Essex
than ever before, and we were live
on air for 12 hours - longer than any
other election we have ever covered.

ABOVE: Behind-the-scenes of the Gateway studio
BELOW: A screenshot of the video live-stream

THE ENTRY
In the audio entry, you can get a feel for the high-quality show, which
was live on air for 12 hours. The show began with David Webster
(anchor) announcing the exit poll, before crossing to Johnny Jenkins
(political correspondent) for analysis. Throughout the night, David and
Johnny were joined by a political panel, featuring property expert,
Russell Quirk, alongside Gateway members and local politicians. Johnny
reported from the local count in Basildon, before joining David for
analysis in the studio. David, Johnny and the panel filled the 12 hours
with ease, gaining access to some of the most high-profile politicians and
candidates across the county, as you can hear in the audio entry.

TARGET AUDIENCE
Basildon is a highly political town, which always
shows interest in Gateway’s political coverage.
This reputation is founded in our track record of
exclusive interviews and debate. Because of this,
much of our target audience is strong, and we
engaged with these listeners through usual on-air
channels, promoting and trailing the show in
advance. Our social media strategy was different
at this election, as we created a new Twitter
account (@AllOutElection) to interact with
Johnny talking to Twitter at the count
younger residents, providing video coverage
prior to election day and during the night. This allowed us to engage with new
audiences. Our video stream was shared into local Facebook groups with
thousands of members, reaching new parts of our community. We have kept this
loyal audience to date, many of whom enjoy our political coverage in between
polling days. Our local community was highly engaged with the election process.

“Having had the honour of being the
anchor for all but one of Gateway 97.8’s live
election shows since 2014, the 2019 show was by far
our most ambitious and rewarding to date. With
correspondents reporting live from 10 local counts, a
studio expert panel and interviews with various
candidates, it was the pinnacle of my broadcast
journalism career to date.”

David Webster, anchor

“All Out Election was a fast-paced
and energetic 12-hour live show, made
possible by our reputation as a political broadcaster
in the local area. I exclusively interviewed candidates
and pundits all night, following the results closely. As the
main organiser for the show, I was immensely proud of
our brilliant team who went above and beyond
to produce a top-quality broadcast.”

Johnny Jenkins, political correspondent

PLANNING

DELIVERY

As we were expecting a snap general
election, we had plans and protocols in
place even before the polling date was
announced - this was required to make
sure our coverage was bigger and
better than ever before. The political
planning was mainly undertaken by
Editor (and political correspondent),
Johnny Jenkins, who assembled a team
of over 20 - on air and off air. Johnny
liaised with our brilliant technical team,
who were able to make sure we were
going to be able to broadcast live on
air for 12 hours and on our video
stream too. We gained access to over
10 counts across Essex and gathered a
team of reporters to visit the various
locations. The show was broken down
into 15 minute chunks, each section
with its own topics to cover, leaving
plenty of space for results and breaking
news. The All Out Election programme
went to plan and rivalled national
commercial radio and visual coverage.

The live show delivery was led by
David Webster, the anchor, who
balanced the programme between
political reporting and interviewing,
studio debate and results analysis. His
skill of getting stuck into discussions as
well as hitting every junction on time is
rivalled by few other presenters. His
long list of contacts also helped the
team grow and cover areas of Essex we
hadn’t reached before. The show
delivery was made special by the
extensive planning which had gone into
the 12 hour live show. Because of this,
there wasn’t a point where the panel of
guests had nothing to talk about - we
were entirely speech based for the
duration of the show, not playing any
music. The technical team’s planning
meant that the delivery of the show on
the social media live-stream was slick
and professional. This, coupled with our
stellar line-up of guests and contributors
made our show award-worthy.

THANK YOU

Johnny grilling Conservative MP, John Baron and Labour Cllr, Jack Ferguson

Thanks for reading our
Community Radio Awards
entry. We really
appreciate it! Hopefully
you can see the high
quality of our All Out
Election broadcast and the
interaction with the target
community. Lots of
planning went into making
this, which was reflected in
the delivery of the 12-hour
show. Thanks again!

